An in vitro study of the correlation between aortic valve diameter and mitral intertrigonal distance: a simple method to select the correct mitral annuloplasty ring size.
The application of the flexible Duran mitral annuloplasty ring in the treatment of various mitral valvular diseases is a physiologically appealing method of surgical repair. However, accurate identification of the trigonal structures, which is crucial in selecting the proper ring size, cannot always be made with certainty. A method is proposed to calculate the intertrigonal distance (ITD) from the aortic diameter. Using digital calipers, the linear intertrigonal distance was measured in human homograft (n = 10) and sheep (n = 10) aortic root specimens. The aortic diameter was obtained from the circumference of the pressurized aortic root. A conversion factor was acquired for each specimen by dividing the aortic diameter with the measured ITD. A single constant conversion factor, which closely approximated the mean of the conversion factors in both groups, was then applied broadly to derive the ITD by calculation from the aortic diameter, which is known. The validity of using this constant conversion factor was tested by comparing the degree of variation of the calculated ITD from the direct measurements of the ITD. The mean of the conversion factors was 0.79 and 0.80 in the human and the sheep roots, respectively. The value 0.80 was used as the constant conversion factor in both groups for calculating the ITD. A paired comparison t-test in each group showed the difference between the calculated intertrigonal distance and the direct measurements of the ITD to be insignificant, validating the use of 0.80 as a constant conversion factor. The results of the study suggest that the conversion factor of 0.80 can be reliably used to obtain a calculated value of the intertrigonal distance; this method has the potential to aid the surgeon in determining the intertrigonal distance and the proper ring size.